
18582500 - M9R RENAULT OPTIONAL KIT FOR
HYDRAULIC INJECTOR PULLER (18580000)

18582500 Kit for M9R engine using 18580000 Hydraulic injector puller.

To use this engine specific add on, please follow these steps:

1) Fit release adaptor and spindle as per normal for 18580000 Hydraulic Injector Puller.

2) Remove the 2 x bolts around the injector to be pulled out.

3) Secure the 2 x posts into the exposed bolt holes as per image below.

4) Place load bearing ring on top of posts, aligning the holes in the ring with the 2 x posts 

5) Fit hydraulic cylinder onto load bearing ring, as per image below.
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4) Place load bearing ring over posts, this secures using 2 guide holes.  
5) Fit hydraulic cylinder onto load bearing ring, as per image below. 
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6) Secure with large washer and top nut as normal for 18580000.

7) Apply hydraulic force as normal with 18580000 Hydraulic Injector Puller and then proceed to 

 release injector in normal way.
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